towel specialties golf
Unique, out of the ordinary golf towels for your next event or program
ColorFusion™ Golf Towel
For unlimited colors or flawless
reproduction of a full color photograph, ColorFusion is your solution.
No more clunky metal hooks and
hardware - each towel has its own
sewn in loop for easy hanging.
16" x 24", 2.5 lbs./doz. (HOTG0LF1)

Links CaddyTowel™
There’s no better choice than this
17" x 40" microfiber waffle weave
towel. Absorbent and drapes over a
golf bag while prominently displaying your generously-sized logo.
Includes a black twill strap on the
back for easy hanging. White, grey
or orange with black border.
3.7 lbs/dozen. (CH40)

Links Scrubber Golf Towel™
Why settle for just any golf towel
when you can have one with its own
scrubber area? Made from absorbent microfiber waffle weave
material and features a raised
triangular surface that removes dirt
from your club. Includes a black twill
strap on the back for easy hanging.
Grey only. 16” x 24”, 3.7 lbs/dozen.
(LST40)

Versa-Loop Midweight
Golf Towel™
At 16˝ x 24˝, this golf towel includes
a FREE and unique Versa-loop™
twill strap that eliminates the need
for clunky metal hooks and makes it
easy to hang. The soft 100% cotton
velour material lets you reproduce
your one color logo flawlessly.
2.3 lbs./doz. White only. (VLMGT)

Turkish Signature™
Midweight Colored Golf Towel
There’s a reason why this is our best-selling golf
towel, Made from 100% Turkish cotton velour, this
ultra-soft 2.5 lb./doz. towel compares favorably
against most three pound towels and is ideal for
Tone on Tone logos. Features dobby borders and
double-sheared finishing for softness, luster, and
exceptional logo reproduction. 16" x 24". (CH23)
Colors: pink, tangerine, red, black, navy, royal blue,
evergreen, athletic gold, purple, light blue, beige,
fuchsia, turquoise, lime, yellow, grey, and maroon.
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* Includes unlimited colors. ** Includes one color.
*** Includes up to to 8,000 stItches.
Please consult with us for additional set up charges and hanging options.

